BRIDGE WITHOUT INTERMEDIATE KEEPER BLOCK

BRIDGE WITH INTERMEDIATE KEEPER BLOCK

NOTES:
1. DENOTES LIMITS OF 14” BY 12” MIN. DEEP SHEAR KEY.

2. ALL SURFACES OF THE SHEAR KEY SHALL BE LINED WITH 1” THICK CLOSED CELL FOAM.

PLAN OF PIER CAP

NOTES:
1. Remainder of pier has been omitted for clarity.
2. Plan of pier shall be drawn without breaks and to scale on the Construction Drawings. Include all relevant dimensions, angles, survey information and North Arrow.
3. NEBT beams shown, spread box beams are similar.
4. If the bearing exceeds 16” in diameter, set the 10” dimension to (Bearing Dia./2 + 2”), and set the 9” dimension to (Bearing Dia./2 + 1”).

SCALE: 1” = 1’-0”